Increase of breeding capacity of sows of Wales breed
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The purpose. To estimate the level of breeding capacity of sows of Wales breed in comparison with other breeds and its place in swine breeding according to basic localization in view of preliminary work on increase of genetic potential of productivity by complex of attributes. Methods. Results are given of selection-breeding work in swine breeding of Kharkov oblast. Genetic potential and degree of its realization is calculated. Results. Outcomes of work on increase of the level of genetic potential of productivity of sows of Wales breed are brought. Analysis of modern state of breed is carried out. Place of the breed in swine breeding on its basic localization is specified. The part of the breed in pedigree facilities of Kharkov oblast makes 62.5% of general livestock. The level of breeding capacity of sows is estimated and values of SIVJS index are calculated. Conclusions. Use in selection process of the developed methods of selection has provided increase of the level of breeding capacity of sows of domestic population of Wales breed. That in the further will reflect in status of the breed on its basic localization in Ukraine.
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Responding to market needs pig industry of Ukraine is dynamically modified. Accordingly, for the production of more high-quality products there are positive changes to improve conditions of housing and feeding, new animal populations are formed - both through the use of imported and domestic breeds, types and lines of pigs. The main goal of this process is a steady increase in the genetic potential and the degree of its realization in key traits of pigs, providing not only popularization of the national gene pool, but also to increase its competitiveness in the market of breeding products. Therefore, the establishment and improvement of breeds of pigs is characterized by changing selection directions by productivity as social order and changing the genetic variability with spreading genealogical structure, crosses of lines and types in the purebred breeding, "updating" the blood through the source breeds in optimal environmental conditions with regard to specialization of breeds, complex evaluation of boars and sows with the economic approach to the term of their use [1-3].

Potential opportunities for realization of the genetic potential of productivity of source breeds of pigs are not yet fully achieved for most industrial pig breeds in Ukraine [4]. Wales breed of pigs is not exception. Animals of this breed are resembling both in appearance, and the type and level of performance to Landrace [5]. However, compared to Landrace, Wales is an alternative source of genetic information, they can be used in various systems of crossbreeding and hybridization as parental forms in combination with Large White breed and with Landrace. The level of reproductive capacity of sows of Welsh breed can also be successfully used it as the parent form [2]. Therefore, further increasing reproductive capacity of dams of Welsh breed is actual direction for both scientific research and practical work with the breed.

The object of the research - to assess the level of reproductive capacity of dams of Welsh breed compared to other breeds and its place in pig breeding for the main localization (Kharkiv region with considering previously carried out work to increase the genetic potential in productivity for complex traits that determine it.
Material and methods of the research. The analysis of genetic potential of increasing productivity of reproductive capacity of sows of Welsh breed in the new factory line 933 Ted (created on the purebred basis) and UNI 562 family in the Wales breed (created on the crossbred basis using ancestor - dam Vorskla Poltava meaty breed 562 ). Assessment of these genealogical structural formations in the process of creation was done in the base farm by comparing to most numerous family in the breed (Like Girl).

The genetic potential (GP) of different performance traits was determined by the method of M.Z. Basovsky [6] as presented by V. Kovalenko, T.I. Nezhlukchenko [7] based on the conditional blood shares of source genotypes. The degree of realization of genetic potential (DRGP) was determined by the ratio of the actual performance to the theoretically calculated (in %).

The results of breeding work in breeding pig husbandry in the Kharkiv region (according to appraisal reports on the subjects of breeding) were assessed. Selection Index of reproductive capacity (reproductive properties) of sows (SIRQS) (Tserenyuk AM, 2010) [8-9].

The results of the research were processed by the method of variation statistics [10-11].

The results of the research. At the preliminary stage the new lines and dam families of sows were formed based on the author's way of increasing the genetic potential based on involvement developed methods of selection into the selection process ([9, 12]). In view of the work on the formation, the analysis of the increase of the genetic potential of productivity of sow reproductive capacity on new genealogical structural formation in Wales breed. It was established that dams inseminated by boars Ted 933 line had better prolificacy (the difference is not significant) than contemporaries Gurley family and exceeded by weight at litter weaning pigs of the same family by 2.85-3.08% (p < 0.01). Similar results were observed for this trait in dams of the family UNI 562, compared to dams of Gurley family their advantages in creating a family were 3.9% (p <0.01) and 4.5% (p <0.001). Higher level of reproductive capacity was manifested in increasing index values SIRQS in animals of new factory lines and families.

In generations sows inseminated by boars of Ted 933 line there was increasing genetic potential in prolificacy and litter weight at weaning. However, the degree of realization of genetic potential in generations decreased. For example, in prolificacy of dams, inseminated by Ted 933 line of different generations, decrease was 8.55%, in litter weight at weaning - 6.4%, respectively.

In dams of UNI 562 family also there was increase of genetic potential in reproductive capacity in generations; however, compared to sows inseminated by boars of Ted 933 line, the difference between the generations in both prolificacy and litter weight at weaning was lower.

The degree of realization of the genetic potential of dams in the UNI 562 family in generations also declined, but to a lesser extent. As to prolificacy between generations in UNI 562 family - by 2.84% and in litter weight at weaning - by 2,82%.

To date, both Ted 933 line and UNI 562 dam family are included to the rotary mating in both breeding farms of the Welsh pig breed and what in several generations was reflected in higher levels of reproductive capacity in the population as whole. Also, there were significant changes in the structure of the gene pool in the basic localization of Welsh breed in Ukraine.

In breeding farms of the Kharkiv region today operate four subjects with breeding pigs. Of these two subjects for Welsh breed, one for Landrace breed and one for Ukrainian meaty breed. Accordingly, the number of Welsh breed sows in the breeding subjects in the Kharkiv region exceeds the total number of breeds on the other (Ukrainian meaty and Landrace) and is 62.5% of the total number of sows in breeding farms of the area (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. The total number of sows in breeding farms of the Kharkiv region

As to the average prolificacy uterus in different breeds advantage of Welsh compared to Landrace is 1.3 pig and compared to Ukrainian meaty 1.2 pig (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Prolificacy for all sows by breeds in breeding farms in Kharkiv region

If as to the prolificacy there is obvious advantage of Welsh breed compared to Landrace and Ukrainian meaty, then for litter weight at weaning (in terms of 45-day) the difference between sows of Landrace and Welsh breed is negligible (Fig. 3). However, dams of Ukrainian meaty breed are inferior for this trait as to Welsh (by 8.58%) and Landrace (by 7.86%).
Fig. 3. Litter weight at weaning (in terms of 45 days) for all dams by breeds in breeding farms in Kharkiv region

According to the calculation of the index SIRQS advantage of sows of Welsh breed is evident (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Index SIVYAS for all sows by breeds in breeding farms in Kharkiv region

For example, dams of Welsh breed for this trait had 8.07 points more compared to Landrace and 9.34 points more compared to sows of Ukrainian meaty breed of pigs.

**Conclusions**

Involvement the developed selection methods to the selection process ensured improving reproductive capacity of sows of the national population of Wales breed, that was reflected later on the status of this breed for its main localization in Ukraine.

The results of evaluation of the genetic potential of productivity and degree of its realization indicate that with increasing its level for the studied traits the degree of its realization decreases. Accordingly, this points to the need to apply in practice certain technological approaches that will promote improving the degree of realization of the genetic potential of productivity.
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